
Digital Content     
 - without barriers
A guide to creating accessible digital content 



Inclusivity

There's no
better time 
to 'be better'

Latest figures from WHO:    

At least 2.2 billion people around the world are
affected by blindness and vision impairment.
 
466 million suffer from hearing loss. 
  
One in four adults have some form of disability or
impairment which impacts the way they navigate
and use technology.

The 4th December 2020 was International Day
for People with Disabilities. Meanwhile, UK
Disability History Month runs from 18th
November to 20th December every year.

What better prompt to address accessibility in our
digital content and social media marketing?

https://idpwd.org/
https://ukdhm.org/


This guide aims to
help you
understand &
create accessible
digital content
for your business

Here's what we'll cover

Assistive technology
What it is, and how it matters to you

Images and video
How to make your visual content accessible to
everyone

Written copy
What you didn't know about how the visually
impaired experience your copy - and what you can do
about it

Emojis and fun fonts
What you're doing wrong and how to fix it
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Screen readers
Software programmes that

enable people who are
blind or visually impaired to

read using a speech
synthesiser
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Speech
synthesisers

Computerised devices that
accept input, interpret data

and produce audible
language

Text-to-speech
programmes

Convert text into spoken
voice output

assistive technology
It’s important to understand Assistive Technology because these technologies are how people with hearing and
visual impairments access online content. By understanding how they work and how people use them you’ll be a lot
closer to making your social media content open to everyone.



Accessible
social media
& digital
content

When we talk about social media and
digital content, we're referring to the major
social media platforms (Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook and LinkedIn), blogs and websites.
Any online content that we access via a device,
whether that’s a phone, tablet or laptop. 
 
That content can be visual, (images
and videos), words (spoken and written),
emojis, hashtags and icons. 

In this next section we outline how to make
each of these accessible for people using
Assistive Technology.



How does someone
with a vision
disability engage
with a picture? 

question:
When you upload an image to a social media post, blog
or website, there will be a box or space for adding Alt-
text. This is where you describe your image, enabling
someone using a screen reader to ‘hear’ a full picture of
your content. By missing out Alt-text or leaving it to AI,
any value that your image might bring to your content
is lost on the visually impaired in your audience.

The major social media platforms all now enable you
to add Alt-text to your posts and Twitter’s new
Fleets function enables you to enter Alt-text, making
it the only ‘Stories’ function that is fully accessible. Facebook

Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter

how to add alt-text to
your social media posts:

answer: Alt-text.

Step by step instructions
direct from each of the
major platforms

https://twitter.com/Twitter/status/1328684389388185600?s=20
https://www.facebook.com/help/214124458607871
https://www.facebook.com/help/instagram/503708446705527?helpref=related
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/109799/adding-alternative-text-to-images-for-accessibility
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/picture-descriptions


Keep it short and sweet. Alt-text needs to be clear,
straightforward and don’t forget your SEO key words.

No need to say ‘picture of’ or ‘image of’ - the screen
reader does that for you.

Avoid images with flattened text - that’s text that you can’t
highlight with your cursor. If your cursor can’t see it,
neither can a screen reader.

Avoid acronyms. Screen readers are notorious for wrongly
identifying acronyms and attempting to pronounce them. If
you need to use one, write out the full term with the
acronym afterwards, and enter dashes in between each
letter. For example, Black Lives Matter (B-L-M).

It's fine to include extra identifiers for people (eg, race,
ethnicity, gender) if it's relevant. If you’re sharing an
emotive image from the recent Black Lives Matter
demonstrations, it is of course relevant to describe the
ethnicity of the people featured.

how to write
alt-text
If you haven’t written Alt-text before and you’re
unsure how to do it, here are five tips to help
you get started



videos & captions

Captions and subtitles make video available to people who can’t access the content aurally, but a
staggering 80% of people who use captions are not deaf or hard of hearing. As more and more people
watch video on-the-go and in public spaces, captioning makes content accessible everywhere. 

Research also shows that captioning video content improves its impact, with viewers more likely to watch
to the end.



Choose between closed captioning, which the viewer
can switch on or off, or open captioning, which is
always in view and can’t be turned off.

Apps like Clipomatic are cheap and create subtitles
while you record. There’s also an edit function to
remove any stumbles from the commentary before
you post.

If your brand uses live streaming, consider using
video services that offer live-captioning.
Alternatively, provide a full video transcript as soon
as possible after the video ends.

adding
captions to
video content
If you’ve never captioned video before, here are
three thoughts to bear in mind

https://www.apalon.com/clipomatic.html


It’s good social media etiquette to place
hashtags, emojis and @mentions at the
end of your post. It aids readability and
impact for everyone, not just people
using a screen reader.

copy writing
In this section we move onto the message in your social
media posts and digital marketing content



Using content indicators helps people
using a screen reader know what to expect. 

For example, use before a hyperlink,
[photo], [image], [graphic], [video], and link
back to a full captioned version of videos
where you can.

If you haven’t already, look to develop
brand guidelines on this in order to ensure
consistency across your channels.

content
indicators



Just don't.

They may be pretty, and make your profile
stand out against others. But screen
readers simply can’t see them, rendering
you nameless to your visually impaired
audience.

fancy fonts



'Camel Case’ is known as the practice of capitalising each
word within a compound hashtag. For example,
#MakeYourHashtagReadable.

Blushes aside, ‘Camel Case’ is crucial for the visually
impaired because a screen reader will use the caps to
identify the separate words. Otherwise, it reads your
hashtag as one long word, losing all the creativity that you
put into it and risking awkward misunderstandings.

hashtags
Hashtags are invaluable for searching through
online content, joining conversations, and
creating a buzz. And there are some simple
steps we can take to make sure people with a
visual impairment don’t miss out

Many social media marketers fondly remember the
disastrous hashtag from a high-profile UK album launch
several years ago. The meaning changed drastically when
presented entirely in lower case!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/cbd0fd47-3f92-494e-8154-da08a565498e


Use Emojipedia to find your emoji
descriptions and become familiar with
them 
Use emojis sparingly and place them
at the end of your copy 
Resist changing colour unless it’s for
context. It extends the screen reader’s
description turning ‘thumbs up’ into
‘thumbs up: medium skin tone’

How to use emojis 
emojis
Emojis are playful and add character to
your message, but not in the main body of your copy. 

This is because each emoji has its own description on
the back end, and these descriptions can be very
specific. Screen readers don’t have a sense of humour
and neither do they understand irony, so relying on an
emoji to convey a meaningful or nuanced message is a
risky business.

https://emojipedia.org/


We strongly recommend creating a live test account so that you
can run your draft content through screen reader software and
a speech synthesiser, before you share it on your customer-
facing account.

and finally...
Test your draft content 



Thank you!

We hope this short guide helps you to
take some simple steps to make your
social media content more accessible.
Please do contact us if you have any
questions or need help making your
content accessible. We’d love to hear
from you. 

www.red-gem.com

https://red-gem.com/contact-us/
https://red-gem.com/

